Introduction
in which ( , ) is the agent's position at time .
196
For the generalization capability, we assumed the hidden-layer representation 197 becomes similar when the input signal is similar. In our case, the values of ℎ ( 1 , 1 , ) 198 and ℎ ( 2 , 2 , ) are similar if position ( 1 , 1 ) is close to position ( 2 , 2 ), based on 199 Euclidian distance. To reflect this request, we set the fixed connections , to follow neurons that responded to specific input to neurons that responded to a wide range of 209 input. This setting is consistent with physiological observations [34] . The noise , is 210 unnecessary in the normal case; however, we introduced it for the purpose of analyzing 211 the effect of abnormal perturbation in OVaRLAP ( Fig 1C) . When simulating abnormal 212 perturbation, the noise , was added by using the following formulas: in which ( , ) is the actual reward, ′ denotes the state at time + 1, ′ denotes 238 the action at time + 1, and is the discount factor. We used temporal difference (TD) 239 learning for the action-value function (i.e., state-action-reward-state-action [SARSA])
240
[36] because the agent needed to remain at the same square after an ineffective action (i.e., hitting a wall). If we used a simple TD for the state-value function, such ineffective 242 actions would introduce noise to the value learning. The connection weight 1, ( ) 243 was updated only when ( ) was positive, and 2, ( ) was updated only when ( ) 244 was negative. In the actual implementation, the updating rules were as follows: 
